Secrets that won't be told
DUNCAN CAMPBELL reports on
the censored Panorama
programme and the security
service's men in the media
and at the Daily Mirror.
THE BBC'S REPORT on the British security
and intelligence services, due to be screened on
Panorama next Monday, is the first time this
part of the establishment has dared to examine
intelligence further than the nonsense of Smiley
and his people. This has provoked the intelligence establishment to considerable fury, and
strong efforts have been made, by MI5 in particular, to have the programme banned. These
have succeeded to the extent of a very firm curb
being placed on the investigation and form of
reporting used in the programme.
Particularly ironical is the fact that, early on,
the programme team checked for ,and found,
an official MI5 representative secretly within
the BBC. The MI5 official is posted to the BBC
for a tour of duty in a cover post, and is particularly responsible for checks on personal details
of all BBC staff and new applicants.
'According to Panorama reporter Tom
Mangold, the MI5 'resident' is responsible for
checking all BBC incomers out with 'Curzon
Street' - a euphemism for MI5 headquarters
If he passes the word back that an applicant has
'come to notice' of the Security Services, then
the applicant's job or promotion will be
blocked. The criteria the Security Service use
for judging subversion are, of course, notoriously wide and embrace any serious kind of
libertarian or socialist position. One BBC pro-. 'C!!1lof MI5 staff to check covertly on their
ducer told us how his promotion had been " security besides the orthodox activities of each
blocked after he had made a documentary in Department's
Security Division. It enables
which a young communist student had had a them secretly to watch suspect civil servants and
prominent role. The event was dragged up to consult files for information which they
repeatedly at. BBC promotion boards and he might not wish other staff to know was being
was asked 'Do you think, with hindsight, you
obtained by MI5. It is Iittle surprise that such
were right to put a card carrying Party member
an arrangement has also long applied to the
on the screen?'
BBC. Mangold, however, refuses to identify the
official or his cover position, out of 'loyalty to
A former senior BBC producer confirmed
the organisation' (the BBC). He and producer
Mangold's story. He alleged the MI5 cover post
John Pennycate told interviewees that they had
was at the Shepherds Bush TV centre and
involved being responsible for the security of s~own material to the official to 'clear' it.
VIPs visiting the BBC.
'
Such voluntary co-operation did not howMost government departments have a secret ever satisfy Curzon Street. The core of the

Panorama programme was to include interviews with at least four British security and
intelligence agents: Lee Tracey, for more than
20 years an MI6 contract employee; James
Rusbridger, a commodity broker who worked
as an MI6 bagman carrying cases of US dollars
to secret meetings in Eastern Europe; Tony
Motion, a former official of MI5's 'B' division,
responsible for counterespionage; and Jock
Kane, a former radio supervisor for the gigantic
monitoring organisation GCHQ, who last year
revealed the scale of internal corruption at
GCHQ stations in the New Statesman.
Many prospective interviewees and in particular all the current and past heads of the
intelligence agencies MI5, MI6, and GCHQ
were warned not to speak to the the BBC
researchers. But the BBC were fortunate in
reaching Tony Motion in Perth, Western Australia, before the word from Curzon Street.
Motion told the BBC, as he had earlier told the
New Statesman, how he hd been dispatched to
Oxford University in 1967 to check throughthe
pre-war communist affiliations of Oxford students. He quizzed surviving administrative
staff about students who belonged to left
organisations. Although the search turned' up
hundreds of names with Marxi~ and communist sympathies, Motion will not say if he uncovered any unexpected moles. He did not know if
his superiors at Curzon Street had any particular candidates in mind but the investigation
appears to be linked to persistent suspicions
thatone of a very few senior MI5 officials of the
50s and early 60s was a Soviet spy.
The interview of such a recent ex-employee
incensed MI5 and by late September, according
to Tom Mangold, MI5 Director General Sir
Howard Tray ton Smith had been to complain
to BBC Director General Sir Ian Trethowan.
The result was a further series of curbs in addition to the self imposed ordinance on discussing
intelligence sources and methods. Trethowan
banned the interviewing of former agents, and
the filming of supposed sensitive government
establishments like GCHQ at Cheltenham.
Trethowan finally called in the proposed two
films last month, but yielded to their being
shown after a series of leaks about the internal
argument led to considerable pressure from the
broadcasting union. The programme has now
been scheduled for next week - despite embarrassment earlier this week when a local newspaper in Cornwall turned up an awkward recent
conviction for fraud by one of the agents the
BBC filmed, James Rusbridger. Although this
discovery was accidental and not motivated by
MI5, subsequent attempts were made to sell
derogatory copy about both him and Lee
Tracey, who has had a colourful career as a
manufacturer of bugs and other snooping electronics since he left MI6 in th late 60s.
LEE TRACEY, whose discussion of the possibility of assassinating Tony Benn is revealed on
page 3, was a long term contract employee of
MI6. He is unwilling to reveal much of his
clandestine work for Her Majesty's Government, but has had a wide ranging, if less than
Bondian, career.
He first entered the secret world at the end of
the second world war, when he was offered
small jobs to do after he became demobbed
from the RAF's orthodox intelligence branch.
During his 20 years with MI6, he worked
under journalistic cover on the Daily Mirror.
and other newspapers, went to Hollywood to
join CIA agents on an undercover trip pretending to make feature films in Roumania, and
ultimately ended up in Dublin on a plot to

kidnap Sean Bourke, an Irishman who had
been instrumental in the escape of Soviet spy
George Blake from Wormwood Scrubs, and
whom the intelligence services desperately
wished to bring to trial in Britain. He often
spent long periods of time working in telephone
tapping centres in London, or fixing up individual taps on lines around the country.
Agents like Lee Tracey are generally managed by case officers who if possible, stay as
their links throughout their active life: Tracey
would report regularly for tasks to MI6's then
headquarters at Queen Anne's Gate, SWl.
His first long term assignment was to get
good journalistic cover, and he was found
employment first, in 1948 at the Derbyshire
Evening Telegraph, as aphotographer. He then
moved to a Bristol paper, and finally was
planted on the Daily Mirror in 1952. His main
task was to identify and report on likely recruits
for MI6, either foreigners who might be compromised into becoming British spies, or Britons
who might be useful to MI6. He was disliked at
the Daily Mirror by those who can remember
him, particularly for not apparently having had,
much interest in turning in material for the
paper which notionally employed him. A
reporter colleague of the time who recalls him
describes the area which they both covered as
centring on the 'organised vice scene'.
Tracey was assigned by MI6 to visit Step hen
Ward 'and was supposed to do a Daily Mirror
profile on the man. Nothing ever appeared but
a full report went to MI6, who hoped that some
juicy target might be sexually compromised
inside the Ward circle. Six years later this circle
ensnared War Minister Profumo. Tracey's penetration of the group was never revealed to
Lord Denning during his investigation, when he
commented adversely on the intelligence
agencies lack of awareness of the case.
The Daily Mirror was not the only newspaper
he was planted into. In the early 1960s, he went
to the Montreal Star with fake Canadian citizenship to pursue MI6 investigations there. His
next move finally took him to Hollywood and a
cover post of a film company which he used to
photograph East European military installations.
It was his work bugging and tapping which
gave him the experience to.set up in business as
a private enterprise phone tap manufacturer.
He has run a number of essentiallysimilar businesses making bugs, taps, and bug detectors.
He recalls the telephone tapping business of the
60s as completely unsupervised, as far as his
department was concerned. Warrants from the
Home Secretary were 'never heard of'.
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